Step-by-Step Platform Replacement
Designs Ink Platform Float Frames come fully assembled, with platform screwed to frame and wired to hang.

Step 1
Apply a thin layer of Titebond Wood Glue
to the platform and align the completed
artwork hardboard.

Step 2
All frames and platforms should have a pencil mark
on the bottom / back of both the frame and platform.
The screws and screw holes will only line up when the
pencil marks are on the same side.

Step 3
You will need a small Phillips screwdriver and
a pointed awl to mark the holes.
The sides of the platform may be painted black
prior to installation to hide the raw wood sides.

Step 4
Remove the original platform and artwork
by backing the screws out of the frame.

Step 5
Once the platform is removed,
Re-screw them to allow the tips to
project through to the front off the frame.

Step 6
Align the new platform by squaring it
to the diagonal corner miters.
Measure the space around the edges
to verify the platform is centered.
Press down firmly on platform
to allow exposed screws to indent the back.

Step 7
Lift platform from frame.
Enlarge the small holes with an awl
so the screws will be able to grab into the platform.

Step 8
Realign the new platform
with frame and platform pencil lines on same side
and firmly hold platform against frame
as the screws are seated into the wood.

Step 9
The new platform may now ready
to have a new art panel glued to it.
The sides of the platform may be painted black
prior to installation to hide the raw wood sides.
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